Today, dismounted troops need to be prepared for a wider spectrum of operations in dynamic conflicts and environments that bring new challenges to the ground combat arena, especially in urban terrain. Securing your position is always difficult, target exposure times are short and you need the ability to counter a wide range of threats at a wide range of distances.

Firepower, flexibility and easy handling are vital, while failure to secure these parameters could be lethal. That’s why Saab continuously develops the capabilities of its ground combat weapon range. More firepower under less load and a wider range of capabilities with each weapon. Everything needed to meet our customers’ combat demands. Today – and tomorrow.
In a combat situation there is no alternative. You've got to handle every situation and every change and never be caught in a situation where you don't have the means to act and fulfil your mission successfully.

Our versatile and powerful shoulder-launched support weapons can fill the capability gap between lighter support weapons or personal assault rifles, and heavy on-demand fire support. With greater flexibility in firepower and much-enhanced availability the unit's striking capability can be improved wherever and whenever it's needed.

Robust and easy to operate and carry, and no advanced training needed. Providing the ability to destroy small fortifications, take out enemy troops in open terrain or in positions inside buildings, create new entrance points in buildings, and even knock out one of the most challenging targets – the main battle tank.

With Saab as your partner you’ll access a range of support weapons that fill the gap and help you establish and maintain combat superiority.
COMBAT PROVEN RELIABILITY

For the dismounted soldier the robust, reliable and highly versatile Carl-Gustaf system provides rapid-response capabilities to a great number of ground threats, in all combat scenarios. It’s a man-portable, crew-operated and shoulder-fired system that includes capabilities for anti-armour, anti-structure, smoke, illumination and anti-personnel uses. The latest version of the launcher also features significant weight reduction and improvements for urban operations to further enhance its usability. The system is operational in more than 40 countries.

LOW WEIGHT, HEAVY IMPACT

With our AT4 family of disposable and single-soldier-operated 84 mm support weapons, soldiers will have a powerful defence that is equally effective against landing craft, helicopters and armoured vehicles. The AT4 is ideal for urban warfare (CS version) and can also be employed for protecting fixed defence installations, supply points and other vital assets. The system is thoroughly combat proven and provides the firepower, accuracy and easy handling needed for mission success. The product range includes the AT4 HEAT (High Explosive Anti-Tank), the AT4 CS (Confined Space) anti-armour weapon and the AT4 CS AST (Confined Space/Anti-Structure Tandem). To date, more than one million pieces have been made.
LONG RANGE LEATHALITY

The BILL 2 overfly, top attack, anti-tank missile system combats both moving and static targets at ranges of up to 2200 metres. The missile is wire guided, immune to jamming and it attacks the weakest part of the target – from above. It requires no lock on or cool down time before launch, giving it very short reaction times to events. With its high mission capability BILL 2 is made for any terrain and defeats anything from MBTs to lightly armoured combat vehicles and secondary targets.

The system is operated by a two-man crew. Together with its 3rd generation Thermal Imager it provides troops in action with the ability to detect, recognise, identify and engage targets both day and night. To increase its target flexibility the missile can be launched in three modes – OTA against armour, DA against other vehicles/vessels or OTA against positioned enemy troops. BILL 2 can also be vehicle-configured and employed anywhere aggressors threaten the peace.

THE POWER OF STRIKING FROM ABOVE

With the one-man-portable NLAW (Next Generation Light Anti-Tank Weapon) at his side, the dismounted soldier has the power and tactical advantage within close combat range – 20m to more than 600m – to effectively destroy the most advanced MBT with just one shot, striking it from above. NLAW’s maximum firing range is 1000m.

By using proven Overfly Top-Attack (OTA) technology the missile will always strike where the MBT is most vulnerable – through the roof. NLAW is optimised for its task even when the target is only barely visible or exposing an extremely small target area. With its advanced fuse technology, the missile always has a “full-size” target. By using the Direct Attack (DA) mode, secondary targets can also be effectively defeated.

NLAW allows light forces to operate dismounted and gives them the capability to kill tanks in all environments, including in built-up areas and from confined spaces.
To be operational and effective. To be in the right place at the right time. To see and not be seen. To seize the initiative and take charge, all while protecting your own forces – these are all factors of successful operations.

Saab’s ground combat systems contribute to this success. And by adding system integration, training and support to our offer we can empower the individual soldier, as well as an entire battle force, with enhanced operational capabilities.

Our capability offers are based on customer and partner needs and prerequisites, in order to deliver products and services that meet your precise needs. We also provide long-term support including solutions for the entire supply chain. This means that our products and services cover the life-cycle and the objectives of military efficiency to meet all demands and expectations – before, during and after any mission.